
FOREST IBC 
FUEL OIL TANK

FUEL OIL TRANSPORTATION SOLUTION

FOR FORESTRY MACHINE PROFESSIONALS

FARMTOOLS FOREST IBC Fuel oil tank has been designed in 
cooperation with forest machine professionals.  As a result the 
FOREST IBC fuel oil tank o�ers many highly valued features and 
solutions to the end user.  It is the most rational solution for the 
safe transport of fuel oil to the site. 

Forest IBC fuel oil tank is an easy and cost-e�ective way to provide 
fuel for varying and challenging conditions. All joints are locked 
under the lockable covers underneath, with a sturdy lifting handle 
that allows easy transfer of the tank, the supporting handle is 
designed as a support for the tank transportation. In the product 
there are many rational standard equipment as well as useful 
optional equipment available.

The tank has a capacity of almost 900 liters. In the tank there are 
steel plates inside increasing operational safety, the product is also 
suitable for woodworking. 

FARMTOOLS OFFERS SAFE AND DURABLE 
TANKS WITH LONGER LIFE CYCLE.  
BETTER CHOICE FOR THE ENVIRONMENT.

Farmtools - your expert in fuel oil tanks for storage and transportation.

FARMTOOLS SALES
tel. +358-6-484 6330 FINLAND

FARMTOOLS OY, 62375 Ylihärmä
www.farmtools.�   info@farmtools.�

Promex IBC Tanks are approved
for transportation on public roads

FUEL OIL TANKS WITH 60
YEARS OF EXPERIENCE



Farmtools o�ers the most suitable solutions for the professional 
end users in agriculture, forestry and construction. High quality 
and safe steel tanks ensure an e�cient fuel supply.
Farmtools is a family owned �nnish fuel oil tank manufacturer.

FARMTOOLS SALES
tel. +358-6-484 6330 FINLAND

FARMTOOLS OY, 62375 Ylihärmä
www.farmtools.�   info@farmtools.�Farmtools - your expert in fuel oil tanks for storage and transportation.
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TANK

CAPACITY

EQUIPMENT

DIMENSIONS Diameter 750mm. 2100mm lenght, 1030mm width, 1220mm height, tare mass 276kg.

Metallic large pack IBC, FOREST IBC fuel oil tank

Approx. 870 l.

Standard Equipment:  Lifting handle, Supporting handle, Covers 2 pce (locable), Camlock 3”, 
Overpressure valve, Inspection hole 3”, Suction pipe ¾”, Air valve, Drain plug. 
Optional Equipment: Hose and connection, Over�ll protection, ADR approved gauge.

FOREST IBC FUEL OIL TANK is approved IBC tank for 
transportation on public roads.  Authorization
inside EU by Euro�ns Expert Services Oy.


